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Product Features and Technical Specification 

 

 

 

Item No.: N-F1666 Unit Price: $115.00/pc (1-4pcs) 

Item Name: Love-way full color animation 3D pattern grating laser  

Power supply: AC100-240V 50 / 60Hz 

Power consumption: 40W 

Light Source: 532nm green laser 80mw, 638nm red laser 100mw, 450nm blue 

laser 150mw 

Laser color: red, green and blue 

Scanning system: 15kpps galvanometer 

Laser pattern: 15 groups of pattern library, more than 10,000 patterns, 

including 5 groups of 3D, raster and other effects 

Control mode: DMX-512, voice control, self-propelled, master-slave, remote 

control (optional for Bluetooth APP, plus 20) 

Channel mode: 34CHS 

Display: LCD display  

Cooling system: forced cooling by fan 

Net weight: 1.8KG 

Packing size: 345X290X165mm 

Packing size: 905X370X315mm 5 packs 

Working environment: indoor (10-35 °) 

 

Product features: exquisite appearance, easy installation, vivid colors, rich 

pattern effect and full beam sense, is a cost-effective Mini Party Disco Laser 

light, suitable for Club, Disco, DJ, party, KTV, Music Bar, Mini bars, wedding 

event, and other small event etc.  

The F1666 Love-way full color animation 3D pattern grating laser is a RGB 

Animation Pattern Grating laser system which equipped with high speed 15Kpps 

scanner with a total output power of up to 330 mW. 

 

This fixture used 1pc 100mW/638nm red laser, and 1pc80mW/532nm green laser, 1pc 

150mW/450nm blue laser. Total output up to 330mW. The 15Kpps scanner enable the 

fixtures to create more than 1500 different lovely patterns and vivacious animations 

such as raining, star falls, words, circles, arrows, fans, leaves, zooming squares and 

triangles etc. 

• It could be controlled by DMX also has auto-run mode would loop playback the preset 

patterns, or you could set it in Music-activated mode, then the fixtures will change the 
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patterns and play automatically with the rhythm of the music. And the sensitivity of the 

Music-activated mode could be adjusted by microphone that set on the back board.  

• The F1002-210 Kaleidoscope is a good choice for small event like wedding event, small 

clubs, private parties, home use, music bars and so on.  

 

More Details：  
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